
plaza: 
collaboration & innovation 

forest: 
respect & inclusivness

EMBEDDING
city values into the building with a green elevated plaza

MULTIPLYING
the levels and enhancing the city quality through additional 

green and social spaces

SOFTENING
the green slabs to integrate the building with the surrounding 
landscape and bringing the natural environment into the city

ADDING THE ‘ALIVE ELEMENTS’
creates new quality spaces, new occasions for interaction 

and therefore stimulates new positive relationship

Arena 
Green Park

hanging 
garden 

covered plaza

covered 
spaces

panoramic 
terrace

Originating from the very values of San Jose, the pro-
posal embeds them into a building that merges with 
the surroundings and becomes a new landmark.
It is a “bridge garden” taking inspiration from the hills 
around and spanning the two banks of Arena Green, 
leaving intact the environment of Guadalupe River.
It is a new “urban landscape” with natural and social 
spaces which greatly enhance the quality of the fabric 
of the city, putting the human in the center.
It is an “innovative building” invoking a new positive 
relationship between people, nature and the city 
thanks to its unique design.

ARENA 
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Covered Plaza - new farmer 
market directly below the main 
building to activate the area - 
all structures to fall within the 
site boundary

Lifts and stairs - entrance 
directly from the covered 
plaza, building core can be 
expanded if necessary

Existing site paths preserved 
and proposed to be connected 

with the new project

New intensified plantation 
proposed to areas around 
the project site

Rechargable batteries located 
underground  for a net-zero 
energy design

Large PV panel areas facing 
south for a net-zero energy 
design

Open green area dedicated to 
sport and recreational activities 
- pitches can be retained

Information 
counter

Main building’s entrance ramp 
- green slabs with grass, trees 

and foot path to the top 

Main park’s features preserved 
- vegetation improved with 

additional plants and trees

Existing site paths preserved

Proposed slow traffic street to 
stimulate pedestrian and cycle 

circulation 
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Bird eye view from Santa Clara Street

Panoramic view from one of the ramps

View from the bridge over Los Gatos Creek

Multi-storey 
restaurant

Covered 
plaza and 
farmer market

Panoramic 
cocktail bar

Rooftop panoramic terrace

Light structure ramps - working as cantile-
vered trusses (see structure diagram) 

Low energy LED panels to the ramp’s border; dimmable 
and programmable in colours and display

Permeable soil with rainwater collection for a 
net-zero energy design

Landscape ramps include grass, shrubs and trees - 
designed to improve arena green park by multiplying 
the green area, adding social and leisure spaces and 

creating a very recognizable new building  

Truss 1

Truss 2

Flying buttress

Structural Diagram

Core
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